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High Tech Turf and Data Science
create the Perfect Pitch
Experts from Holland Innovative have developed a system suitable for each stadium together with
the Johan Cruijff ArenA.
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uilding the perfect football pitch is

of the Dutch national team in Zeist.
Holland Innovative CEO Hans Meeske
agrees. “Innovation and new solutions
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emerge on the crossovers of markets. Sport,
and football in particular, is an enabler for
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new innovations.” Innovations are needed both to reduce costs and to create new
revenue models. Data science and Sensor
Technology is making its full entry into the
football business and Holland Innovative is
at the core of it.
Do you like to know what this can mean
for your pitch? The HighTech Turf Vitality
scan is an easy way to start and get your

Information

status quo and proposal for the best multipurpose turf.
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Already convinced by the highly awarded
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JC ArenA turf and want to implement the
complete system of the sensor suite, data
science models and dashboard? We like to
mutually investigate the possibilities with
winning solutions!

www.stadionwelt.de
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Johan Cruijff ArenA: Data Science game-changer in pitch development
For years after it was opened in 1996, the Jo-
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When Van Stiphout came in, he embarked

In the meantime, the Johan Cruijff Are-

on a twofold challenge: “First of all, of
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self. Van Stiphout travels the world to
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help stadiums get their things together
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a wall of people. That’s not very favourable

ter manage the pitch, so it could be used
for football as well as for events and still we
would only need to returf it once a year.”
And that’s what happened. Moreover, the
stadium turned its weakness into a huge

by offering managerial advice for the conception, development and operation of
stadiums, as well as his thoughts on safety and security issues. This way, the big
traditional arenas in Brazil were prepared
for the FIFA World cup, as is now being
done with the newly built ones in Qatar.

High Tech Turf

“They all have their special features, but

Smart data helps keep turf pitch healthy and in top condition

solutions are always built upon our expe4 sensors

Webcam

measure ventilation
and temperature

24/7 control

rience in Amsterdam.“

Lawnmower with scanner



gauges grass quality and density.
Will be a smart robot mower in 2020

Weather stations on the roof
4,200 solar panels
Weather station on the

good for 930,000 kWh per year

field measures wind,
temperature and humidty

Turf mat team
control, maintenance
and data input

Hybrid grass/turf pitch
90% natural grass 10% artificial
turf developed by a specialist
grass grower

in 2020
self-steering turf
(LED lighting & water)

Need something?
Turf signals when it needs
nutrients, water or care.

www.stadionwelt.de 

Constant view of turf
health status

Can predict
turf quality

Sustainable and
saves on costs

Replace only
once a year

Graphic: Johan Cruijff ArenA

15 sensors
under the turf
monitor ground quality,
moisture and temperature

Holland Innovative, HI Sports
Phone: +31 6 20619096
Email: info@holland-innovative.nl
Web:

www.hi-sports.nl
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